2019-20 iPad Technical Requirements

If you already own a device and would like to use it for the school year we are willing to accept most devices. However, if it begins to affect your students ability to complete assignments, we ask that you upgrade to Apple's new iPad with 32GB or 128GB. The reason for upgrading the device is primarily a hardware issue. At some point, apps and iOS upgrades are no longer compatible with one another.

Linked on the Apple website is the option to trade in your eligible iPad and get credit toward a new iPad. Click here to get an estimate from their trade-in partner.

Recommended for 2019-20:
- Apple’s new iPad 32GB or 128GB

Minimum Requirements for 2018-2019:
- iPad Air with at least 32GB
- iPad Air 2 WiFi with at 32GB of storage

Students are welcome to use newer versions of the iPad.

Purchase and Accessory Recommendations:
- Purchase your device from Apple directly
- Protective case (Bluetooth keyboard cases recommended)
- Enroll in AppleCare
- Note: It is recommended that students NOT use iPads with Wi-Fi+Cellular. This allows students to override websites that we have blocked through our internet filter.

Please contact chesley.cunningham@fwcd.com with any questions.